
Matt Withum
Software Engineer

Address: Pittsburgh PA, 15229
Email: mdw233@gmail.com

Software developer with over 12 years creating, supporting, and maintaining software. I strongly believe that
software development is a craft, and am always striving to get better at it. I am a big believer that automation
in general, CI, automated testing, planning, and a strong focus on documentation are the path to a product's
success.

Around The Web GitHub
https://github.com/mdw233

LinkedIn
https://www.linkedin.com/in/matt-withum/

StackOverflow
https://stackoverflow.com/users/669979/mattw

Skills Languages / Frameworks
Angular 2+, ASP.NET WebForms and MVC, C#, CSS, HTML, JavaScript,  jQuery, PHP, Sass,
Symfony 2, Typescript, VB.NET, WCF,  WPF.
Database Technologies
SQL Server 2005 - 2016 (administration and development), SSRS, SQLite, MySql,
Elasticsearch, NHibernate, Doctrine, Entity Framework, Dapper ORM.
DevOps
Chef, Docker, Vagrant, Jenkins, Powershell.
AWS
EC2, VPC, Elastic Beanstalk, S3, CloutFront, Auto Scaling Groups, RDS, Route 53,
ElasticCache, Elasticsearch Service, EBS, AWS CLI.
Misc
Google Analytics, Distributed Computing, MSMQ, MassTransit, RabbitMQ, Windows and
Linux Server administration.
Less Proficient, but Interested and Learning
React, JSX, Webpack, Machine Learning
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Experience Ectobox
Senior Software Engineer

6/14 TO PRESENT

Responsible for providing estimates, specs, and working software for a variety of
custom software solutions.
Created most solutions using JavaScript, jQuery, C#, WPF, WCF, ASP.NET MVC, and SQL
Server.
Became a trusted resource to our biggest client (in terms of revenue) - as the project
wound down, I was chosen as the only developer to remain on the project.
Acted as a BA in many respects, getting requirements from users and using them to
build a spec.
Designed Balsamiq wireframes for new software and new features to give the client a
sense of what would be built before they bought - because a picture is worth a
thousand words, right?
Operated as a 1099 contractor, but also remained a driving force of company
improvement in things like process, tools, and development paradigms.

Imagine Careers
Lead Software Engineer

6/14 TO 12/2017

Led the development of the Imagine Careers Platform - a Symfony 2, Angular 2+
application - from the back of the napkin concept stage through production.
Designed the web application using distributing computing principles where RabbitMQ
was the conduit by which the application passed messages.
Introduced Elasticsearch as a means of providing lightning fast results to user queries.
Led a small, often changing team of junior/mid software developers and interns
keeping them productive and contributing team members.
Led the agile development process acting as scrum master as well as developer.
Designed and maintained the infrastructure needed to run the application on AWS
using RDS, Elastic Beanstalk, Elasticsearch, RabbitMQ, and ElastiCache.
Completed code reviews with other developers to ensure they were writing modular,
unit testable, and defensive code.

TrackAbout
Senior Software Engineer

11/12 TO 6/14

Software developer for TrackAbout's asset tracking product, a SaaS offering used
globally to track portable physical assets - primarily compressed gas cylinders.
Wrote features for the Application Website - an ASP.NET Webforms application.
Wrote features for TAMobile6 - a CF.NET product that runs on Windows Mobile 5, 6,
and 6.5.
Made heavy use of the SOLID principles and mocking frameworks to drive a design that
was modular, unit testable, and maintainable.
Removed a painful single point of failure that was making it almost impossible to take
certain servers out of the load balancer during the day.
Appointed the DevOps team lead becoming responsible for sys admin tasks, support
escalation, automating whatever could be automated, Jenkins CI jobs, fixing technical



debt, and all other miscellaneous tasks that software companies want to do but never
seem to have the time.
Introduced the organization to the concept of Infrastructure as Code and put it into
practice by using Chef to manage the Windows server infrastructure.
Responsible for troubleshooting all types of bugs, from the OS level all the way up
through the UI.
Became a trusted point of contact for support, product management, other developers,
and our CIO.

DATEL Software Solutions
Senior Software Engineer / Product Manager

09/07 TO 11/12

Built two separate products, Call SWEET! Live and Contact SWEET!
Contact SWEET! is a hosted ASP.NET MVC 3 Help desk / Web Chat / Call Center
Monitoring application that makes heavy use of Telerik MVC Controls, Telerik KendoUI
controls, JavaScript/jQuery, and jQuery UI.
Call SWEET! Live is a real-time and historical contact center reporting product that
consists of a variety of Windows Services, a multi-threaded C# WinForms application
that displays real-time call center state, and an ASP.NET WebForms app used for
reporting and administration of the product.
Played a major part in creating both products including database design, system
architecture, testing, documentation, deployment, maintenance, custom development,
and support.
Wrote Java and C++ to interface with the phone systems.

Lincoln Financial Group
Statistical Database Analyst

09/06 TO 09/07

Was hired into the Professional Development Program - a management training
program that gave me access to management workshops as well as exposure to the
CEO through a final project presentation.
Administered and developed for the Client Services Metrics System - a series of
networked MS Access databases.

Erie Insurance Group
Web Developer (Intern)

11/05 TO 05/06

Worked on a team of 3 developing the FAQ section of the company intranet.

General Electric Transportation Systems
Web Developer (Co-Op)

10/04 TO 12/04

Consolidated the intranet pages from multiple departments into a single site,
eliminating duplicated information and effort.

Education The Pennsylvania State University 09/01 TO 05/06



B.S., Management of Information Systems


